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About This Game

Retool is a 3D hacking puzzle game set on incomplete orbital defense stations that circle around Sinai, home planet of the alien
species known as Onix.

After 43 years of war, the Onix triumphed and defeated the humans. The victory came at a cost of destruction to their planet
and orbital stations. Instead of repairing it themselves, the Onix used their captured prisoners as slave labor to rebuild their

destroyed properties, starting with the stations.

You are Maria, an engineer that was captured in the final weeks of the war. Having hacked your way out of your prison cell on a
station, you must escape and return home.

Key Features

Hack computers to rewire electronics to make them work the way you want

Travel through twenty different stations to help Maria escape from the Onix

Enjoy a vast amount of electronics and an armory of weapons to stealthily, or violently, get passed the Onix Guards

Experience the unique cloning system where you can never lose in a level

Earn upgrades that allow you to hack with more efficiency
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Collect different hats to take down the Onix in style

Enjoy an immersive soundtrack created by Liz Rainsberry
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Title: Retool
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hut 90, Inc.
Publisher:
Hut 90, Inc.
Release Date: 19 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.6GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Full controller support

English
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[+] The map is incredible (not a dev so pardon Layman's Terms)--there's a great enough variety of structures that it doesn't feel
repetitive despite vast size...guessing each template has a set of sub-templates because the floor-plans are noticeably similar
while each town still manages to feel unique and doesn't take an eternity to load.

[-] Battleye? Sure! Why wouldn't I wan't to give you unrestricted access to all my files in order to play one mediocre game? Of
course, please--take all the data and don't worry, I'll disregard the logo.

[-] Inventory\/crafting system: no bueno. Tarkov did a much better job despite ripping the system from you guys, rotation was a
huge plus on their end and your "snap-to-grid" system is god awful--if you line it up perfectly it doesn't work, have to hover over
occupied cells to lower-right which is inexplicably annoying. While I enjoy having to go through the process of loading each
clip, far too much time is spent prioritizing loot as you have nowhere to put any of it which becomes a major factor because the
base building system is laughable: requires you to accumulate far too many items to create the most basic of structures which
can hardly be considered secure once they've finally been completed. You'd figure anyone in a "survival" scenario would likely
be spending some time on their base\/fortifications and accumulating a cache of supplies, rather than aimlessly wandering from
town to town while they have a bag full of food, water, firearms and no logical reason for doing so prior to having an actual
base. You could even take the Scum route and allow players to claim\/lock doors, some of the apartments are so well-thought-
out it's a shame you have to build some fence in the woods rather than throwing a new lock on a nice apartment and calling it a
day. Maybe, just maybe if 90% of the doors weren't sealed they could be used to house players!

[-] Base building or lack thereof. Another line necessary, spend a few hours on Rust and take notes, a lot of them.

[-] Night time is cancer. bUt ItS a SuRbIvAl GaMe xD !!! Yeah I get it, so is Rust--at least they expedited the night cycle so you
aren't spending 50% of your time staring at a blank screen, it's awful and the reason I'm uninstalling after updating this review
(along with Battleye). I purchased the game to play it, not spend [what feels like] hours on end sitting in the dark because some
neckbeard thought it'd be edgy.

[+] Sprint\/Endurance mechanics. Very well thought out in terms of both speed an energy

[-] Clunky movement which easily leads to fall damage when attempting to scale down anything uneven...absolutely Beta-tier.
Vaulting? Lol no. That 2-ft garden fence? Yeah...good luck glitching over it.

[-] Price.

[+] No searching through containers. This was a negative at first, but needlessly searching containers rather than visually
scanning a room for loot turned out to be the negative. That said, the loot feels overwhelmingly scarce.

see what appears to be a juicy 4-story

walk in

all doors except one is blocked off on ground level
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that one leads to a stairwell

lol wut, ok, who needs ground level anyway

proceed to loot stories 2-4

~90% of rooms are locked

each other contains ~10-15 shelves

hundreds of shelves in total

one hoody

but wait, there's the roof

it's unironically empty

that was fun
[-] Block to strike: pointless and annoying

tl;dr it has a long way to go and I don't think it'll every make it there. Looks like they're trying to squeeze every last
dollar out of this thing given the pricing + timeline. Doubt I'll be playing much after this weekend.. Very simple game,
and not very entertaining.

Not really something worth your time.. A full recommendation from me. A really unique, competitively-viable gem of a
fighting game with an artstyle that's beyond underrated. Seriously, I have huge respect for the people who drew/animated
this game, it's stunning. The game does have some cons however, but I managed to pretty much circumvent them all, so I
still give it a solid 9/10 all in all.

Pros:

+ A movement system unlike any other fighter series out there, that is both fluent and streamlined in it's implementation.
You can jump both up and down, and whichever way you go, you'll be gravitates towards a central 'plane', so to speak.
It's sort-of like adding a whole new movement mechanism to a fighting game. Totally awesome in my view.

+ A (from my initial hour, certainly. Still need to experiment with this) very balanced cast, every character has their
strengths and weaknesses, but neither are too drastic and they balance out extremely well to create a cast of characters
you'll most likely want to vary as your mains.

+ The game allows you to pick a main character, who you'll be able to use a super move with, and a secondary character
you can switch to whenever you like, that cannot use super moves, but is otherwise the same as usual. Switching to this
character allows your other character to heal recent damage, similarly to the likes of Skullgirls (and possibly MvC, but I
can't be certain of that).

And the cons (with the ways I fixed them)

- Game runs in a bordered window at 720p. Fine if you have a monitor of a similar resolution, but I have a 1080p
monitor, so the game was very blurry when upscaled through the in-game Fullscreen option.
  - My way of circumventing this was installing ReShade (DirectX 10/11), locating the executable of the game as per the
ReShade installer-instructions, and applying some sharpening filters to make it look like a 1080p game, with crisp pixel
art with the game's intended level of clarity. I'll upload it if anyone wants, but just have a play around with the
sharpening settings in ReShade, you'll more than likely find something that'll suit you.

- The game's official English patch isn't... Complete to say the least. However, through the wonders of the THCRAP
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project, you can make the game run in a variety of languages, including seperate UK and American English! Imagine the
odds of that being an option in ANY game, community-made or not. The guide on the THCRAP wiki is pretty self-
explanatory, so have a tumble through that if you're not great with Japanese, and want the entire game translated like me.

Further Notes:

= I haven't played the Online, I play through Parsec with my brother, and that works almost seemlessly (though keep in
mind he lives in the same house as me, so longer distances will most likely affect this). Check out Parsec if the ing-game
Online isn't serving you well. It might not be any better, but it's easy to use and most certainly worth a try. Keep in mind
that Parsec works with a single copy of the game by someone streaming it to someone else, so you don't need two copies
of AoCF to play together. But as I say, depending on latency, you'll get varying results with Parsec. But definitely give it
a shot and see what happens! You've got nothing to lose by trying; if it doesn't work, you can easily uninstall it, no-junk
included.

My overall rating: 9/10

A brilliant, super-unique, competitively-viable Fighting game that never ceases to interest me in it's completely original
mechanics and fluid gameplay. However, even though all the issues with the game are easy to solve, not everyone will
want to go to that effort, so I have to take a mark off of it for that reason. But don't fear, have patience, and in ten
minutes, with these steps, you should have all the problems with the game mostly solved.. A nicer looking alternative to
DJ Max and Stepmania. So far I'd say this set is the most enjoyable group so far. Good pictures, and no signs (so far -
I'm half way done) of the random pixel patterns (like for example the cow - lots of single pixels instead of groupings).

  And picture size is reasonable - lots of big pics, and even the smallest still look good :-). just 80 mb and very fun to play
with friends or against bots
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Fun game to play around with if you're bored. Not a game you would play for hours but it serves its purpose. A month to wait
for the artbook, to gain an 11 pages PDF (without the game guide).

When I bought the Digital Deluxe Edition, I thought "because of its astounding art and characters designs", the artbook would
be a huge encyclopaedia about the game's Making Off.

I'm very disappointed. I'm an aspirating character and concept artist that wanted to study its arts and concepts, to gain miseries
11 pages of content.. Full of PETA propaganda that have no relation to the game's premise whatsoever. I played this with a child
and I did not expect all the disturbing stories by simply going up to talk to NPC's. Uninstalled after a few minutes of trying it
out. There are way better games with this style of gameplay.. fun game. Waiting on Episode 2. Firstly, this game isn't fun to play
for hours on end, but it's great to put on a second display when you have company over and let them play around with it. You're
likely going to have music on low volume anyway, so spend the extra minute to put this on.

Also, I bought this game because I know the science behind watching a fish swim. It relaxes the mind, and allows us to think
clearly. This game will do that for you, depending on what music you choose.. Myth fans rejoice we finally got a remake of our
favorite game. It captures the game features almost perfectly. A fun RTS that brings frantic and organize gameplay as hordes of
enemies tries to kill you troops.

Gameplay is very polish for its current state and lots of possible tactics to use to suit each players gameplay style.

Blowing up enemies is very satisfying and seeing the carnage as game goes on is very rewarding.

Upside:
-Bodies everywhere watch the carnage as you longer into horde mode
-Challenging gameplay and rewards the attentive players
-Camera controls is better than its predecessor
-Lots of unit combos to suit players playstyles
-Polish mechanice
-Sappers, you will love them and you will hate them
-Friendly Fire

Downside:
-Price for $19.99 the game doesnt have much to offer content wise and will get repetitive. It has 1 campaign mission which is
very short since it is the first one of its series.
-Currently there is 4 multiplayer modes:Horde, King of the Hill, Deathmatch and Territories. Unfortunately the population is
still low for the game so if you want to play with others there might be a long wait.
-Steep learnign curve for new players who has not played Myth before.
-Gear is drop randomly when you any modes thus can hinder gameplay if you are unlucky.
-A bit grindy to unlock all the skills specially at its current state its just repeating the same horde mode over and over again.
-Voice acting is a bit monotone and unit lines is a bit bland, character models are great though.

Conclusion:

As much as I love the game and what memories it brings back playing Myth. I cant recommend this game at its current status
for its current price point, maybe overtime when more content is out for the public. Yes I understand this is on its Alpha, from
what developer is saying the price will increase as more content comes out lets just hope they dont get too greedy with the price
point. One short campaign mission and one multiplayer mode does not justify its $19.99 price tag.
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